Caring Coupons

Members can assemble Caring Coupon Hand Booklets to present as gifts to friends and family members. First, help members develop a list of caring coupon ideas they think their loved ones would enjoy. Some ideas might include:

- This coupon is good for one hug.
- This coupon is good for one chore of your choice.
- This coupon is good for one compliment.
- This coupon is good for one made bed.
- This coupon is good for 10 minutes of peace and quiet.

Have members trace their hands on cardstock and cut them out. Next, write or draw their ideas on the hands. Ask them to use additional hands to serve as book covers. Stack covers and papers together. Punch holes in one end of each booklet; slip a ribbon through the holes. Tie each ribbon in a bow; add booklet title and illustration. Present books to loved ones.